Jim Hunter of Delos Appointed to CABA Board of Directors

November 18, 2019

The Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) is pleased to announce the appointment of Jim Hunter, Chief Technology Officer of Delos™, to its board of directors. Delos is a wellness real estate and technology company guided by a mission to be the world’s leading catalyst for improving the health and well-being of people around the world by improving the indoor environments where they live, work, sleep and play. CABA is an international nonprofit industry association that provides information, education and networking to help promote advanced technologies for the automation of homes and buildings.

"I warmly welcome Jim Hunter to the CABA Board of Directors," said Ronald J. Zimmer, CABA President & CEO. "Jim is a sought-after technology leader who has been instrumental in guiding the building environments of the future. Wellness solutions have been an historically under-developed facet of connected homes and buildings but with companies like Delos they are finally getting the attention and resources they deserve. I know that Jim and Delos will be a tremendous asset to the CABA Board."

Jim leads Delos’ technology efforts, including the continued development of its wellness platforms. These platforms incorporate wellness-based algorithms that aim to optimize indoor environments to help improve human health and well-being. Prior to joining Delos, Jim provided oversight for technology, architecture and innovation at Greenwave Systems, led Motorola/Google’s architecture and strategy for driving the future of the smart home and shaped a powerful standards based platform as the Founder and Chief Architect of 4Home, Inc. Jim began his technology career as a nuclear engineer and master training specialist serving in the US Navy, earning numerous awards and certifications. Today, he is an internationally-recognized thought leader, inventor and speaker on all things IoT, Security, Wellness, AI and Future societies at global events like Connections, CES, Transform, Web Summit, Collision and IoT World. Jim actively contributes published articles in leading tech publications such as TechCrunch and VentureBeat. Hunter was recognized by Inc. as a Top 20 IoT Leader for 2017.

"We have an incredible opportunity to bring together best in class technologies and solutions to improve human health in the spaces where we spend our time," said Mr. Hunter. "I am very pleased to be joining the CABA board to advance the connected homes and intelligent building sector and further this mission."
About CABA

CABA is an international not-for-profit industry association dedicated to the advancement of connected home and intelligent building technologies. The organization is supported by an international membership of over 380 organizations involved in the design, manufacture, installation and retailing of products relating to integrated home and building technology. Public organizations, including utilities and government organizations are also members. CABA's mandate includes providing its members with networking and market research opportunities. CABA also encourages the development of industry standards and protocols, and leads cross-industry initiatives. More information is available at www.CABA.org.
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